**Hail, The Victors**

**Oklahoma**

Iowa Smashes California 38-12

Orange Bowl — Oklahoma 21, Syracuse 6

Sugar Bowl — LSU 7, Clemson 0

Cotton Bowl — Air Force 0, TCU 0

By (AP) — A 17-year-old Richardson High School student won the title of Miss America 2023. The pageant was held in Atlantic City, New Jersey. The 2023 Miss America, Ms. America, is a new title added to the pageant. The winner of the new title will be announced in the next episode of the pageant. **THE DAILY IOWAN**

**Soviet New Year's Message Calls For End To Cold War**

GETTYSBURG, Pa. (AP) — A Soviet New Year's Message Calls For End To Cold War. The leaders of the Soviet Union and the United States have agreed to a new round of talks in an effort to reduce tensions and bring about a peaceful resolution to the Cold War. The leaders met in Moscow on Monday and discussed a range of issues, including arms control, nuclear disarmament, and economic cooperation. The leaders also pledged to work together to achieve a lasting peace. The Soviet Union and the United States have been engaged in a Cold War since the end of World War II. The leaders agreed to hold another round of talks in six months.

**Snow, Fog Raise Holiday Death Toll**

By (AP) — A Snow, Fog Raise Holiday Death Toll. The National Weather Service in Kansas City, Missouri, said that a snow and fog advisory was in effect for the area on Monday. The weather service said that visibility was reduced to less than a mile in some areas, and that drivers should use caution. The service also said that there was a risk of accumulation on roads, and that drivers should allow extra time for travel. The service said that the snow and fog were expected to last through the day.

**HAPPY HAWKEYE PLAYERS crash, 22 in fires and 31 in other tolls showed at least 126 New Year's Day, and children Ind. , from front with 12 highway dead.**

**Batista Goes Into Exile; Castro Edges To Power**

Havana Celebration Touches Off Looting

Havana, Cuba (AP) — The Batista dictatorship ended in Havana on Sunday. President Fulgencio Batista flew into exile in Miami, Florida. Castro's rebels released the presidential palace and the government was overthrown. The celebrations turned into an orgy of looting and burning in Havana.

**Revolt Named In Memory Of First Attack**

By (AP) — A Revolt Named In Memory Of First Attack. The storming of the presidential palace in Havana on Sunday was named in memory of the first attack on the palace in 1953. The attack was led by Fidel Castro, who later became the leader of the revolution.

**Havana Celebration Raises Legal Questions**

By (AP) — A Havana Celebration Raises Legal Questions. The celebrations in Havana on Sunday raised legal questions about the handling of political prisoners and the fate of the Batista regime. The Cuban government has denied that there were political prisoners, but the international community has expressed concern.

**Reds Portray Castro As Hero**

By (AP) — A Reds Portray Castro As Hero. The Soviet Union has portrayed Fidel Castro as a hero in the Cuban revolution. The Castro regime has been praised for its efforts to improve the living conditions of the Cuban people.

**Scientists Investigate 3rd Nuclear Disaster**

By (AP) — A Scientists Investigate 3rd Nuclear Disaster. The third nuclear disaster occurred in Chernobyl, Ukraine. The disaster was caused by a reactor explosion and released large amounts of radiation into the atmosphere. The government of Ukraine has been criticized for its response to the disaster.

**Protest Against American Policy Escalates**

By (AP) — A Protest Against American Policy Escalates. The protests against American policy in Cuba have escalated in recent days. The protests have been sparked by the Cuban government's decision to impose new economic sanctions on the United States.

**Religious Leaders Express Support For Castro**

By (AP) — A Religious Leaders Express Support For Castro. Religious leaders have expressed their support for Fidel Castro and the Cuban revolution. They have praised the Castro regime for its efforts to improve the living conditions of the Cuban people.

**Batista's Son Discusses Cuban Revolt**

By (AP) — A Batista's Son Discusses Cuban Revolt. The son of Fulgencio Batista, Roberto Batista, has discussed his father's role in the Cuban revolution. He has expressed his support for the Castro regime and has criticized the United States for its policies in Cuba.

**Stalin's Demise Brings End To Era**

By (AP) — A Stalin's Demise Brings End To Era. The death of Joseph Stalin on March 5, 1953, marked the end of an era in Soviet history. Stalin's regime had been characterized by repression and terror, but his death brought a period of relative stability.

**End To Cuba's Communist Era**

By (AP) — A End To Cuba's Communist Era. The Castro regime has marked the end of the Communist era in Cuba. The Castro regime has been praised for its efforts to improve the living conditions of the Cuban people, but it has also been criticized for its human rights record.

**Reds Portray Castro As Hero**

By (AP) — A Reds Portray Castro As Hero. The Soviet Union has portrayed Fidel Castro as a hero in the Cuban revolution. The Castro regime has been praised for its efforts to improve the living conditions of the Cuban people.
1959 Brings Changes in Tax Rates

WASHINGTON, D.C., Jan. 2 - After the end of the year, the 5 percent federal income tax rate may be eliminated by legislative action. The act may take effect in January.
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Louisiana State Squeaks By Clemson In Sugar Bowl Tilt

Clemson 21 -- Allaying fears that it couldn't

UNIVERSITY -- An upstart to 1949, and Louisi-

The game was a hard-hitting affair and late in the fourth period, the Sooners now have a

There were 13 fumbles by both teams with each

Oklahoma Smashes Syracuse 21-6 In Orange Bowl Game

There were 13 fumbles by both teams with each

Fumbles were the main reason Texas Christian's

The Sooners now have a

Chuck Zimmerman

About Oklahoma

By FRANK BICK

Advertising Sport's Editor

Bowl Game Results...

Air Force Academy, TCU
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Iowa Shoots Past California To 38-12 Rose Bowl Victory

Iowa Floats Win Prizes In Rose Parade

Iowa is out to win a grand prize in the Rose Bowl. The Associated Press

First Of Many

IOWA'S RUNNING GAME hits the ends worked perfectly on the drive to their first touchdown against California in the Rose Bowl. As this Bob Johnson made Iowa's first down and demonstrated. Iowa will be out to win a Rose Bowl game only once in 1930

Winners In State Class

Four Iowa men were over four yards for the first time in Iowa history.

Jeter Sets 2 Bowl Records, Unanimous Player Of Game

Fleming & Jeter Over Four Yards In Rose Parade

First Place Winner In competition for entries from states and territories in Thursday's Rose Parade at the Rose Bowl. The Iowa Demonstration Commission, Iowa Newspaper, Iowa, who as "Miss Iowa" was in charge of the Iowa float of the American Legion parade.

Iowa Committee Defies Anything You've Heard About Civic Groups

By Jim Davies

PASSADA: It definite... You've ever heard or read about civic groups, organizations, the word "civic" usually means something that is of the state or state sponsored. That is what most of the time. In a word, a club or society that is involved with the state. But it is not necessarily the case. In a word, a club or society that is involved with the state, is also involved with the people of the state.

Typical of the man who joins a club or society is the man who joins a club or society. He is usually interested in the state and the people of the state. He is usually interested in the state and the people of the state. He joins a club or society because he is interested in the state and the people of the state. He joins a club or society because he is interested in the state and the people of the state. He joins a club or society because he is interested in the state and the people of the state.
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